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Introduction
Come on guys, you wouldn't bang a slut that you didn't find attractive, right?  When beer goggles aren't
to blame and you find yourself in a real-life sexual situation, it only makes sense that you lock your gaze
on your fuck toy for maximum mental satisfaction.  So if you can't bear to look away from the hot
whore that you're drilling, POV Lust has definitely bitten!

Adult Review
When you're lucky enough to finally get laid it makes total sense to keep your eyes on the hot slut that you're slamming from
behind.  Of course The Tongue only recommends you do this if the chick has a banging body, because staring at cottage
cheese ass and thighs is something you'll definitely want to forget.  But if the slut is hot, then as a bonus you'll get a great
mental snapshot of the hardcore fucking that can help you take care of yourself when your lucky streak has run dry.
  
  This is why lots of guys tend to like porn shot in POV form.  POV Lust is a mega site that offers 302 scenes of sex that are
filmed in the same Point Of View as you would have if you were the guy holding the camera and fucking the girl. It basically
features some of the hottest POV DVD titles and rips each scene, making them individually available for download or stream.
 You can watch most clips in loads of different formats, including DVD quality MPGs or WMVs.  Some of the newer clips
are available as flash-based streams, and for download in small portable formats.  
  
  This large amount of content and viewing options are great, but unfortunately that's pretty much where the good ends with
POV Lust.  On the tour of the site they claim that the content is 100% exclusive, but that is definitely not the case.  It's hard to
tell what if anything has been shot only for this website, but a POV porn connoisseur will definitely recognize some of the
DVD titles.  Navigation can also be a chore, and you'll likely find yourself surfing through many non-POV scenes before
long, since the members area is based around access to a mega porn portal.
  
  Having photo sets to go along with porn videos is also a nice addition to most sites, but POV Lust offers none.  Seeing a
sexy snapshot of a whore licking her lips with her head turned around to look back at you would definitely be nice to have,
but you'll have to move elsewhere to find any.
  
  There are several different membership options, including trials, standard, and platinum levels.  But to find out what each of
these mean you'll need to read some fine print, because the differences are not clearly explained.  All you really need to know
is that platinum level membership to POV Lust will get you access to a lot of other similarly set up porn sites.  The complete
list is featured in the Included Sites section right next to this review.  
  
  POV Lust may be worth a shot if you're new to the whole POV porn scene, but if you've been keeping track of it for a while
you'll definitely find better deals and site designs elsewhere.

Porn Summary
If you want to imagine yourself fucking a super hot chick, but don't have one just laying around with her pants unbuttoned,
visit POV Lust which offers a pretty good substitute until you do!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A nice porn collection but it doesn't really live up to what the tour promises'
Quality: 83  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 65 Interface: 65
Support: 70 Unique: 75    Taste: 78        Final: 77
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